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	This Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) volume contains the papers presented at the International Workshop on Computational Forensics (IWCF 2010), held in Tokyo, Japan during November 11–12, 2010. The workshop took place in conjunction with the 16th Annual Scientific Meeting of the Japanese Association of Forensic Science.


	IWCF 2010 was the fourth workshop in the series. Previous workshops were held in The Hague, The Netherlands (2009), Washington D.C., USA (2008), and Manchester, UK (2007). Once again, IWCF 2010 attempted to bring together academics and industrialists, theoreticians and practitioners from numerous related disciplines involved in computational forensics, and to provide a platform for interactions between them. The preliminary call for papers was issued in September 2009. Submitted manuscripts, received from 10 countries, were peerreviewed by members of the Program Committee. Of these, 16 papers were accepted for oral presentation. These papers cover a wide range of computational forensics related to authentication, document, face, footwear, fingerprints, multi-media, and evaluation tools.


	We were honored to have two renowned researchers as IAPR keynote speakers. We would like to express our appreciation to Mario K¨oppen (Network Design and Research Centre, Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) and Minoru Sakairi (Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd., Japan). Their papers are also included in this volume.


	We would like to thank the members of the Program Committee for their invaluable assistance in reviewing the contributions. It is only with their help  and comments that a workshop such as IWCF can be successful. We thank theInternational Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR), TC-6, for sponsoring IWCF 2010. We also wish to thank the Japanese Association of Forensic Science and Hitachi Ltd. for significant effort to achieve the joint workshop and important financial support. Special thanks are due to the members of the local Organizing Committee, TakashiWatanabe, Yoshinori Akao, and Yoko Seki, for their indispensable contributions to the proceedings preparation, the website management, and the local arrangements.
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Foundations of Cognitive Psychology: Core ReadingsMIT Press, 2002
Scientists from many disciplines, including physics, chemistry, biology, and neuroscience, contribute to the study of cognition. Cognitive psychology, the science of the human mind and of how people process information, is at the core of empirical investigations into the nature of mind and thought.    This anthology is based on the assumption that...
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Earth As An Evolving Planetary SystemAcademic Press, 2004

	Earth as an Evolving Planetary System presents the key topics and questions relating to the evolution of the Earth's crust and mantle over the last four billion years. It examines the role of plate tectonics in the geological past via geological evidence and proposed plate reconstruction.

	

	Kent Condie synthesizes...
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Nanoscience: Nanobiotechnology and NanobiologySpringer, 2009
Nanobiotechnology is a rapidly developing field of research. Ever more applications are emerging from all branches of nanobiotechnology in medicine, pharmacy, cosmetics, chemical and agro-industry. The book presents the basics, fundamental results and latest achievements of nanobiotechnological research. It extends as far as promising...
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Mastering Azure Analytics: Architecting in the Cloud with Azure Data Lake, HDInsight, and SparkO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Microsoft Azure has over 20 platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings that can act in support of a big data analytics solution. So which one is right for your project? This practical book helps you understand the breadth of Azure services by organizing them into a reference framework you can use when crafting your own big data analytics...
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Applied Bayesian Statistics: With R and OpenBUGS Examples (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	
		This book is based on over a dozen years teaching a Bayesian Statistics course. The material presented here has been used by students of different levels and disciplines, including advanced undergraduates studying Mathematics and Statistics and students in graduate programs  in Statistics, Biostatistics, Engineering, Economics,...
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The Myc Gene: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	Myc controls multiple cellular functions, including cell proliferation, growth, differentiation and death, both directly and indirectly, through its modulation of downstream transcriptional programs. In The Myc Gene: Methods and Protocols, experts in the field summarize the standard and novel techniques that allow the studying of Myc...
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